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COURSE TITLE
IMAGE MANIPULATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
ENTERTAINMENT POSTER

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Select a television show or movie (to be approved by your instructor). You will design a poster 
advertising your selected show/movie that includes your altered self-portrait (from the previous 
assignment) plus at least two other classmates. You must also include:

• A title for your television show or movie using textures and layer styles.
• A list of  characters or actors.
• A title demonstrating techniques similar to those from the Logo Tracing assignment.
• Use of  one custom brush and at least one anchored adjustment layer.
• Effective use of  layer masking, selection tools and other PS tools.
• Details, communicate your film’s characters and atmosphere/emotion, and effectively 

fill the entire picture plane. 

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE: 9” X 12” (INCHES) / RESOLUTION: 300 PPI / 
ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
30/30, A+

STUDENT’S NAME
BECKY CHEN-HAROLD

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Phenomenal work! Wow! The effort on cat woman, the compositing techniques and effects used 
and demonstrated here illustrate a fantastic sense of  detail and ambition. Inspiring work (but 
watch that spelling – ‘Mondy’!)



COURSE TITLE
APPLICATIONS AND INDUSTRY

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
NURSERY RHYME COMPOSITE

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Compose an illustration based on a common nursery rhyme by combining a variety of  imagery 
into one cohesive image using various PS tools and techniques. You must also include:

• Appropriate imagery and colors for characters, environments, symbols and other details, 
and effective communication of  your intended story.

• An understanding of  composition.
• A minimum of  6 visible images – 3 scanned items, and 3 downloaded images.
• At least one anchored adjustment layer.
• Effective blending of  imagery together using Photoshop compositing and layer masking 

techniques. Do NOT erase or cut any details.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE: 9” X 12” (INCHES) / RESOLUTION: 300 PPI / 
ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
28/30, A

STUDENT’S NAME
DONALD IVY

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Fantastic work! While there are some subtle details that can use adjusting (the waterfall is one 
example), your efforts are strong. The composite of  the kid is nearly perfect! Great use of  layers, 
organization, masks, and other PS tools and layer styles. Just watch that color mode (this should 
be CMYK, not RGB)! Quality of  print is terrific! Just watch some presentation flaws – minor 
cutting problems, and don’t let the tape show on the front!



COURSE TITLE
CONCEPT DESIGN

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
PHOTO MOSAIC

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE INDESIGN / SIZE: 10” X 15.33” (INCHES) / ORIENTATION: 
PORTRAIT / RESOLUTION: 300PPI / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
50/50, A+

STUDENT’S NAME
Camille Jones

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Astounding effort! You did a fantastic job in avoiding obvious (if  any) repetition, and nailed the colors 
for just about every detail! The grill marks on the chicken substituting for fingers works great! A few 
of  the squares lean ambiguous, and the green areas are notably vague, though it still clearly reads 
as some sort of  farmland. That you can see the farmer’s slightly-turned head demonstrates your 
exceptional observational abilities. Great job! 

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Create a 345-square photo mosaic based on the main subject of  your chosen film. Your source 
image (the one you will recreate as a photo montage) should lack simplicity in terms of  values, 
colors, details. You must also include:

• All imagery used to build your mosaic must be representative of  your chosen subject.
• Your final photo mosaic must be clear, and easily legible as your subject.
• Try to maintain the original identity and subject of  your imagery when cropping them to 

fit your squares. Your subject should still be recognizable in each of  your squares when 
seen up close.

• Limit repetition as much as possible.
• Your photo mosaic should be dependent primarily on the original colors and values 

present in your component images.



COURSE TITLE
ADVANCED ILLUSTRATION FOR PRODUCTION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
PROP DESIGN

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Using your own original idea for a video game character, create a prop that would be integral to 
their game play. You must also include:

• A strong direction of  light, to make your prop look effectively three-dimensional.
• A minimum of  three unique textures/patterns using Photoshop compositing and layer 

masking techniques to enhance detail and form.
• A background/setting to effectively fill up the picture plane.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE: 11” X 14” (INCHES) / ORIENTATION: 
PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE / RESOLUTION: 300 PPI / COLOR: RGB 

ASSIGNED GRADE
23/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
MIKE TRUDELL

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Terrific effort! Even if  it doesn’t hold up under closer scrutiny (your source textures tend to 
be lower in quality than required), you have the right idea. Great handling of  textures, colors, 
values – minimal edits needed. Minimize those heavier outlines. Nevertheless, convincing final 
execution.



COURSE TITLE
ADVANCED ILLUSTRATION FOR PRODUCTION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
ARCHITECTURAL RUINS

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Illustrate and reinterpret one of  the provided photos of  a building as a crumbling/ancient ruins 
with clear deterioration of  the structure and overgrown foliage included. You must also include:

• Interior aspects of  the building clearly illustrated as if  it had been deteriorating for 
many years.

• The maintained perspective as seen in the original image.
• Adjusted colors and values to appropriately capture the essence and details of  the 

scene.
• A variety of  composited textures/patterns and custom brushes to enhance details and 

forms.
• Effective use of  layer masking, selection tools and other PS tools.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE, RESOLUTION, COLOR: DO NOT CHANGE

ASSIGNED GRADE
21/25, B

ADDITIONAL NOTES
This sample is included despite the ‘B’ grade because I felt his efforts in terms of  imagery 
outweighed the technical problems (the reason for the ‘B’ grade.)

STUDENT’S NAME
GLENN FORDE

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Terrific effort – not to say there isn’t room for improvement. Various elements feel overlayed, 
requiring more time and effort to properly composite them into your scene. The cracks on 
the pillar, for instance, should compliment the round form and not transfer so smoothly to 
the adjoined part of  the building (surrounding details). This is the same for the graffiti, as 
demonstrated during critique. Clean up some of  your composited edges, and be mindful of  the 
resolution of  your samples (the lower quality shows in a few spots). Specs are good, and TIFs are 
formatted appropriately. Original source imagery should have also been submitted.



COURSE TITLE
IMAGE MANIPULATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
MAKE IT FREEZE

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Using the same photo from the previous assignment, apply Photoshop painting techniques, 
custom brushes, and composite imaging techniques to make the building appear to be in the 
midst of  a frigid snowstorm. You must also include:

• Use of  one custom brush and at least one anchored adjustment layer.
• Effective use of  layer masking, selection tools and other PS tools to enhance details and 

forms.
• Adjusted colors and values to appropriately capture the essence and mood of  a 

snowstorm.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE, RESOLUTION, COLOR: DO NOT CHANGE

ASSIGNED GRADE
19/20, A

STUDENT’S NAME
ADRIAN HALL

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Exceptional effort! More subtle than most, but nevertheless effective. Ideally we would see a bit 
more accumulation along the windows. However, you handled that effect nicely on the foliage. Good 
color adjustments. The snow effect on the road is the primary area that appears artificial and can 
use further refinements.



COURSE TITLE
DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS, 2D DESIGN

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
TEXTURED COLLAGE

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Create two compositions:

1) A collage made of  physical ‘found’ items.
2) A 2-D ink drawing based on your collage.

You must also include
• A minimum of  10 individual and unique physical textures (for the collage).
• A variety of  unique mark-making techniques, like scribbles, hatching, cross-hatching, 

gestural line, stippling, etc.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: MIXED MEDIA, INK / SIZE: 9” X 6” (INCHES) / ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT 
OR LANDSCAPE

ASSIGNED GRADE
23/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
FRANCESCA ERAZO

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Creative and fun collage. You really take advantage of  the full space! Your ink drawing clearly 
demonstrates your ambition and effort. Very nice work. Stippling can use a bit more on areas of  
the face to create a little more balance and depth. Minor presentation flaws (watch those cuts).



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
POSTCARD SET

ASSIGNED GRADE
30/30, A+

STUDENT’S NAME
BECKY CHEN-HAROLD

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Astounding effort! Excellent and ambitious attention to detail, value, form, depth. Effective color 
scheme and solid demonstration of  Illustrator and the required techniques.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 5” X 7” (INCHES) EACH/ ARTBOARDS: 4 / 
ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE (KEEP SETS IDENTICAL) / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Compose two original vector-based illustrations of  a city of  your choosing in the form of  a 
postcard. Each illustration must combine three distinct details or landmarks gleaned from 
various references. These should not resemble, nor be traced, from any single source image. You 
must also include:

• Heavy detail, value, and lack simplicity! Build up layers of  shapes to create dimension 
and depth without gradients, transparency effects, and patterns.

• A specified color scheme!
• The backside of  the postcard.



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
POSTCARD SET

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 5” X 7” (INCHES) EACH/ ARTBOARDS: 4 / 
ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE (KEEP SETS IDENTICAL) / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
27/30, A

STUDENT’S NAME
JAMIE MONROE

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
These look terrific! Your management of  shapes and values are astounding. The Jordan statue 
is exceptionally detailed. The metal tear-drop is similarly well rendered, and looks metallic 
without the use of  gradients! Successful in a number of  ways. Watch your layers! JPGs should be 
submitted separately (four total) but your efforts elsewhere are earning you a point on this one. 
Prints look good. Just improve the presentation aspect; erase your pencils, avoid ripped cover 
sheet.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
The second illustration is impressive but still pales in comparison to this one, which is why I 
chose not to include it here.

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Compose two original vector-based illustrations of  a city of  your choosing in the form of  a 
postcard. Each illustration must combine three distinct details or landmarks gleaned from 
various references. These should not resemble, nor be traced, from any single source image. You 
must also include:

• Heavy detail, value, and lack simplicity! Build up layers of  shapes to create dimension 
and depth without gradients, transparency effects, and patterns.

• A specified color scheme!
• The backside of  the postcard.



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
CANDY BOX ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 7.5” X 5.25” (INCHES) / ARTBOARDS: 1 / 
ORIENTATION: LANDSCAPE / COLOR: RGB

ASSIGNED GRADE
49/50, A

STUDENT’S NAME
KELSEY STAFFORD

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Terrific concept and design! This simply needs a few minor but key revisions to really nail it. As 
demonstrated during critique – avoid allowing your background oval to align with your text. Avoid 
tangents! The choice of  font and placement of  the ‘Iced Tea Gummies’ text contrasts with the 
rest of  the design – keep playing around with that part. Your abilities with Illustrator’s drawing 
tools are exceptional on those lemons. WOW! Submission, print, and presentation are solid.

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Use the Text tool and other demonstrated IL techniques to design your own original candy bar 
logo. Keep it legible. You must also include:

• Outlined text (via “Create Outlines” option) that has also been altered using the pen 
and/or direct selection tool.

• A minimum of  3 layers that demonstrate the ‘Paste In Place’ option, plus alteration of  
Stroke and Color options for effect.

• Color appropriate to the flavors and character of  your candy bar.
• Gradients and at least one Appearance Palette option (drop shadows, bevel, etc.) for 

effect.
• At least one detailed graphic that illustrates volume and value using ONLY flat colors 

and shapes (similar to the Postcard Set assignment).
• Effective use of  the space provided with illustrated graphics that reflect the ingredients 

or character of  your candy bar.



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
CANDY BOX ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 7.5” X 5.25” (INCHES) / ARTBOARDS: 1 / 
ORIENTATION: LANDSCAPE / COLOR: RGB

ASSIGNED GRADE
23/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
DONALD IVY

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Nice Resident Evil reference. On top of  that, terrific effort! This is fantastic. A perfect 
combination of  aesthetic and detail. The only issue I have is in your use of  effects in relation to 
text, causing some legibility issues. Only needs a few adjustments to make this nearly perfect. 
The “NEW” tagline should use a sans serif  font. The brain graphics are awesome, as is your use 
of  duplicates, and blue background image – used to effectively frame everything. Great job, and 
nearly pristine presentation!

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Use the Text tool and other demonstrated IL techniques to design your own original candy bar 
logo. Keep it legible. You must also include:

• Outlined text (via “Create Outlines” option) that has also been altered using the pen 
and/or direct selection tool.

• A minimum of  3 layers that demonstrate the ‘Paste In Place’ option, plus alteration of  
Stroke and Color options for effect.

• Color appropriate to the flavors and character of  your candy bar.
• Gradients and at least one Appearance Palette option (drop shadows, bevel, etc.) for 

effect.
• At least one detailed graphic that illustrates volume and value using ONLY flat colors 

and shapes (similar to the Postcard Set assignment).
• Effective use of  the space provided with illustrated graphics that reflect the ingredients 

or character of  your candy bar.



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL COLOR THEORY

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
FOUR-HARMONY POSTCARDS

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Use Photoshop to create four composite illustrations, each using one of  the following color 
harmonies: Cool colors, Warm colors, Triadic, Tetradic, Earth tones. You must also include:

• A minimum of  4 unique images not found in the other compositions.
• Attention to detail and effective blending of  imagery together using Photoshop 

compositing and layer masking techniques. Do NOT erase or cut any details.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE: 5” X 7” (INCHES) EACH / RESOLUTION: 300 
PPI / ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
24/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
WILLIAM BENITEZ

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Great theme and terrific blending and compositing effort. Your blending of  imagery is clean, 
with only subtle details in need of  revisions. All files submitted properly: TIFs flattened and 
compressed, correct color mode. Great work!



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL COLOR THEORY

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
PHOTO REPRODUCTION: PART 1 – ANALOGOUS, PART 2 – COMPLEMENTARY

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 8” X 6” (INCHES) / ARTBOARDS: 2 (ONE 
PER HARMONY) / ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
PART 1 – 25/25, A / PART 2 – 23/25

STUDENT’S NAME
RICHARD WYATT

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Excellent sense of  detail! Very dynamic illustration while simultaneously demonstrating a solid 
sense of  your intended harmonies. Great range of  value and depth on both. Missing value scales. 
Excellent print and presentation!

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Use Illustrator tracing techniques and tools to recreate a photograph based on an analogous 
color harmony. Then copy your work to a separate artboard and re-compose the colors based on 
a complementary color harmony. Your source photograph should be based on the work of  one of  
the following photographers: Alfred Stieglitz, Edward Weston, Edward Steichen, Dorothea Lange, 
Paul Strand. You must also include:

• An effective exemplification of  the many values (tints, tones, shades) associated with the 
hues in your respective harmonies.

• No straight black or white in either illustration.
• A copy of  your downloaded source image, with a resolution of  1200 x 1600 or higher!.
• An effective replication of  the details and values as seen in your source photograph.
• Full use and coverage of  the picture plane with color.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
The value scales were a separate sketchbook component. Students were instructed to include 
the value scales based on the hues used in both parts. The missing value scales resulted in a 
deduction of  points for part 2.



COURSE TITLE
COLOR THEORY

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
FILL IN THE GAPS

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: VARIED TRADITIONAL MEDIA (COLOR PENCIL, ACRYLICS RECOMMENDED) 
/ SIZE: 8” X 10” (INCHES) / ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT OR LANDSCAPE

ASSIGNED GRADE
24/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
JOSUE ESCOBAR

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Excellent work! Your ability to match the hues and values from your original image are stellar, 
even if  the original image is relatively simple in composition. The technique can use a boost to 
minimize the inconsistency of  the color pencils. Regardless, this still demonstrates a strong 
effort. Nice work.

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Use any of  the approved media (see specs) to complete the missing segments from a 
photograph or artwork of  your choosing. you must also include:

• The original printed image, with an adjusted scale to at least 8” x 10”.
• The original printed image, cut so that it is missing alternating vertical 1” strips, 

mounted to a piece of  Bristol.
• Effective or closely reproduced hues and values from the missing segments of  your 

chosen image.
• An effective reproduction of  the details from your chosen image.
• Clean and consistent technique per media.



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL COLOR THEORY

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
GAMUT MASKS, PART 1

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: SKETCHBOOK, GRAPHITE, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE: SEE TEMPLATE 
(PROVIDED) / RESOLUTION: 300 PPI / ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
20/25, B

STUDENT’S NAME
AKAI RICHARDSON

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Color studies match your gamut masks very well. All feel rather unique, effective in their own 
right. Nice work, though missing print submission!

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Create a series of  gamut masks and color studies based on a detailed recreated rendering of  
a book illustration (cover or interior). Use gamut masks, in addition to value and saturation 
alterations to drastically alter the essence and atmosphere of  your chosen illustration. You must 
also include:

• Effective detail, replicating the values displayed in your chosen illustration.
• Variety, and not adhere to similar color schemes or gamuts.
• Hues and values displayed in your Gamut Masks – tints, tones, and shades – should be 

included.
• Color studies based on at least one of  the following forms of  color design: repetition, 

dominance, contrast.
• Use of  the entire 6” x 9” picture plane.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
Yes, this assignment required printing. The student effectively completed every component of  
the assignment except for the print. Yet, the final project (seen on the following page) warranted 
inclusion here.



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL COLOR THEORY

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
GAMUT MASKS, PART 2

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP OR ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 10” X 15” (INCHES) / 
RESOLUTION: 300 PPI / ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
24/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
AKAI RICHARDSON

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Good overall effort. Nice enhancement of  the details and values compared to your Part 1. Color 
scheme proves effective, moody. Terrific print and presentation.

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Apply one of  your gamut masks/color studies from Part 1 to a fully rendered Illustrator tracing 
or Photoshop painting. You must also include:

• Hues and values used in your gamut mask/color study from Part 1 – tints, tones, and 
shades should be included.

• Further enhancement of  the details, values, and chosen hues used in your gamut mask/
color study from Part 1.

• Use of  the entire 10” x 15” picture plane.
• At least one of  the following forms of  color design: repetition, dominance, contrast.
• A printed version of  assignment #1 (the color wheel), covered with tracing paper, and 

identical to the gamut mask used.



COURSE TITLE
CHARACTER AND BACKGROUND DESIGN

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
METHUSELAH’S CHILDREN, ENVIRONMENT DESIGN

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: SKETCHBOOK, GRAPHITE, INK, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP, VARIED / SIZE: 17” X 
11” (INCHES) / ORIENTATION: LANDSCAPE / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
48/50, A

STUDENT’S NAME
EDWARD ROWAN

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Solid sense of  perspective, detail, lighting. Very creative interpretation, and one of  the most 
convincing Lazarus Long’s I’ve seen! Terrific use of  Photoshop tools and techniques to illustrate 
the Frontier’s Station! A little too dependent on gradients for effect, which lends some flatness to 
your execution. A strong effort nonetheless. Nice job!

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
You have been chosen to provide a film studio with a character and background design for a film 
adaptation of  Robert Heinlein’s “Methuselah’s Children.” You must choose either a human or 
alien character and their corresponding environment from the list below. You must also include:

• One of  the following characters: Mary Sperling, Lazarus Long, The Jockaira, “The Little 
People”, Marion Schmidt.

• Your chosen character’s corresponding environment: New Frontier’s Piloting Station, 
Jockaira’s City, “The Little People’s” Beach.

• A detailed background depicting your respective environment/setting using digital 
illustration techniques.

• 2-point or atmospheric perspective.
• A variety of  architecture, roads and vehicles (Jockaira’s City) or foliage (“Little People’s” 

Beach) and a fore, middle, and background.
• Variations in line weight to depict volume and depth.
• Composited textures and attention to detail.
• A strong direction of  light (through colors, values, line weight, etc.).



COURSE TITLE
ADVANCED ILLUSTRATION FOR PRODUCTION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
DIGITALLY PAINTED SELF-PORTRAIT

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Compose a self-portrait using Adobe Photoshop digital painting techniques and custom brushes. 
You must also include:

• Your full face/head at 1/4 angle or facing forward without cropping.
• The appropriate proportions of  your face to better capture your likeness.
• A strong direction of  light to exemplify form and volume.
• Your own custom brushes to capture and define the textures of  the skin and hair.
• No outlines/cartoons!!!

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP / SIZE: 10.5” X 14” (INCHES) / ORIENTATION: 
PORTRAIT / COLOR: CMYK 

ASSIGNED GRADE
24/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
ALICE DAVIS

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Terrific effort all around! Solid handling of  details, values, proportions. Some forms can certainly 
use a boost – lips and eyes are a little flat, nose is a little small. Great job on textures. Hair is 
good but can use a few brighter high-lights, sometime feels clumpy instead. Great print and 
presentation!



COURSE TITLE
DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
SELF-PORTRAIT (FINAL PROJECT)

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Create a self-portrait using the mesh tool and then incorporate it into a book cover that 
illustrates something about yourself  (where you are from, hobbies, etc.). You must also include: 

• Your full portrait, including both eyes, nose, mouth, hair.
• Effective use of  the mesh tool, primarily on your portrait. Whether you use it on anything 

else is optional.
• A detailed background depicting a clear environment/setting using techniques gleaned 

from the postcard assignment.
• The book’s title, and author (you) using techniques gleaned from the Candy Bar 

assignment.

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR / SIZE: 11” X 14” (INCHES) / ARTBOARDS: 1 / 
ORIENTATION: PORTRAIT / COLOR: CMYK

ASSIGNED GRADE
27/30, A

STUDENT’S NAME
BECKY CHEN-HAROLD

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Exceptional effort! Your attention to detail, value, and form work together to create a very 
convincing and effective final portrait. I would recommend reworking the hair a bit more, since 
it flattens against your forehead and appears more artificial than most everything else. Terrific 
work on the hand! (Not easy!). The title works here, even though it doesn’t necessarily use the 
required techniques (outlined, layered, Appearance palette effects). Solid work on the palm and 
camel. Perfect print and presentation!



COURSE TITLE
SHORT FORMAT STORYTELLING

ASSIGNMENT TITLE
ANIMATING THE NARRATIVE

ASSIGNMENT SPECS
SOFTWARE/MEDIA: ADOBE AFTER EFFECTS, ADOBE PREMIERE / SIZE: 720 X 480 PIXELS / 
PRESET: NTSC DV / ORIENTATION: LANDSCAPE / FRAME COUNT: 50, MINIMUM / FRAME 
RATE: 30 PER SECOND

ASSIGNED GRADE
24/25, A

STUDENT’S NAME
RYAN LEWIS

INSTRUCTOR’S FEEDBACK
Terrific effort! Wow! Moody, exceptional work. Your shading tends to be a bit basic, but you 
manage a nice balance – effective. Your pacing drags in places, but your attention to line-of-
sight manages a noticeable lack of  confusion in terms of  story-telling. Great work – leaves me 
yearning for more.

ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS
You must create an animatic based on all 50 (or more) storyboards illustrated from the previous 
assignment. Your animatic must incorporate audio that aligns with the events portrayed in your 
scene. You must also include:

• An indication of  lighting and shadow to affect atmosphere and mood.
• Sound effects or background music from pre-approved databases ONLY! 
• Optional dialogue (captions or recorded voice-overs acceptable).
• Ten screen directions (pan, zoom-in, and zoom-out) and character movements illustrated 

in the previous assignment.
• Pacing as it is appropriate for your story.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE FULL ANIMATIC ON-LINE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTsojQ3Mg_w


Jason E. axtEll
studEnt samplEs & assEssmEnts


